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Abstrat. The onferene talk

1

is a summary of a referene guide book �Linux for as-

tronomers, physiists and engineers� published before the opening the Seond Congress of

the Physial Sienes, held in So�a, September 2013. The book was issued by the Marin

Drinov publishing House of the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes after the deision of the

Sienti� ounil of the Institute of Astronomy and NAO. The book itself onsist of three

parts: Linux Operational system, Linux Astronomial software and LATEX in examples.
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Introdution

Linux for astronomers, physiists and engineers referene guide is designed

for sientists, graduate students, students and amateurs in astronomy. It is

entirely intended for work with the Linux operating system and it is onsistent

with the traditions of the Institute of Astronomy. This is a 594 pages book

with hundred of illustrations, printed in full olor. It onsists of three separate

parts � Linux Operational system, Linux Astronomial software and LATEX in

examples. Eah part inludes a referenes and alphabetial subjet index.

Below are some illustrations the of book overs and welome page of

http://baspress.om/book.php?l=b&id=1070 of the referene guide.

Figure 1 is the over pages of the book.

Figure 2 is a ombination of seond and forth inner over pages. ISBN

number an be seen on the English version of the page.

Figure 3 is an advertisement of the book on the BASPRESS online e_book

store.

1. Linux Operating system

1.1. Introdution

Computers an be seen as a ombination of hardware � keyboard, mouse, box,

CPU, et., and the software � i.e. programs that run on it. The operating

system (OS) allows the user to interat with the hardware and ensure the

implementation of other programs.

There are many operating systems � UNIX,Windows, Ma OS, GNU/Linux,

BSD, et. . . Eah one is designed to meet ertain requirements and has its own

area of appliation.
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1.2. What is Linux?

Linux is a UNIX-like kernel reated by Linus Torvalds. Linux kernel is often

onfused with the GNU/Linux operating system. Linux is the kernel, not the

entire operating system. GNU/Linux is omposed of GNU software and Linux

kernel. That is onsidered as GNU/Linux operating system, but for brevity

and also beause of the widespread name we will use everywhere the name

Linux .

Fig. 1. "Linux for astronomers, physiists and engineers" book over pages

1.3. A Brief History

As mentioned above, the Linux kernel is UNIX-like. What is UNIX? To ex-

plain this, we must go bak in time when omputers oupied whole rooms,

were very expensive and eah worked with its own operating system. These

operating systems were designed for spei� tasks and did not work on system

other than that for whih they were designed. This was a huge inonveniene.

To solve this problem,in 1969, a group of researhers at Bell Labs began a

projet alled "UNIX". UNIX operating system beame unique. It is written

in C language, unlike its predeessors, whih were previously developed in as-

sembler. Assembler language was lose to mahine ode of the proessor for

whih it was intended. That fat greatly hampered the portability of operat-

ing systems on di�erent proessor arhitetures. Writing UNIX in C made it

portable to arry among hardware arhitetures and ontributed to its great

popularity. Based on UNIX ourred multiple lones, some of whih exist and

are still used today.
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In 1984 Rihard Stallman began an ambitious projet that aimed to reate

a free UNIX-like operating system. Its name is GNU � an aronym of "GNU

is Not UNIX". About 1990 the most important omponents of GNU OS were

written with the exeption of the kernel. In 1988 it was deided that the kernel

of GNU OS will be Mah 3.0 mirokernel, but it was not released under a free

liense until 1991.

Fig. 2. "Linux for astronomers, physiists and engineers" book inside over pages

At that time, Linus Torvalds, a student from the University of Helsinki,

disappointed by limitations of MINIX (a branh of UNIX) and the inability to
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use expensive UNIX systems, deided to reate its own OS that is ompatible

with UNIX. It reated a Linux kernel and distributed it to many hakers,

omputer professionals and amateurs. Linus quikly found many supporters

who paid support in the kernel for almost all hardware available at the time.

So from the GNU OS and Linus kernel was born a new operating system �

GNU/Linux. It gained immense popularity and spread rapidly. Today Linux

OS is almost everywhere � from superomputing lusters and personal desktop

systems, to embedded devies.

Fig. 3. "Linux for astronomers, physiists and engineers" book from BASPRESS e_books

store

1.4. Distributions

Linux operating system omprises a plurality of omponents. The most impor-

tant of these is the kernel, but also drivers for hardware devies, programs for

managing �le systems, user programs, et. should be available.

Unlike other OS (e.g. Windows, Solaris et.) omponents of Linux OS are

not developed and maintained by a single ompany. Most of the developers are

independent groups of fans. This allows di�erent sets of software around the

Linux kernel to be reated. This set of user and system software and the kernel
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is alled distribution. De�nition of the distribution is given at www.linux-

bg.org: " Linux distribution is a set of programs inluding the essential ompo-

nents of the operating system, a set of appliation programs and program for

installation, allowing the installation of GNU/Linux on the user's omputer".

Fig. 4. Linux desktop with some appliations

The �rst distribution appeared almost immediately after Linus Torvalds

released the kernel under the GPL liense. The �rst distribution was established

in England in 1992 by Owen Le Blan and it was alled the MCC Interim Linux.

In 1992 the distribution of Peter MDonald Softlanding Linux System (SLS)

appeared. It inluded the �rst X-Window System (GUI) and TCP/IP (network

support). At the end of 1992, Patrik Volkerding reated a distribution based

on SLS - Slakware, whih is still the oldest ative maintained distribution

nowadays.

At present it is di�ult to say how many distributions exist. Every day

there is newborn distributions and others that ease to exist.

The site www.distrowath.om an list about 400 distributions.

The �rst part of the book explains 110 Linux ommands in details with 87

�gures and 6 tables. Referenes to this part are 28.

Here we put some illustrations from the Part 1 of the referene guide as an

example. Figure 4 shows Linux desktop with di�erent appliations and panels.

Figure 5 shows the welome sreen of Slakware installation.
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Fig. 5. Slakware setup sreen

Fig. 6. SpeView possibilities
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2. Free Linux astronomial software

The rapid development of astronomy, onstrution and ommissioning of new

telesopes and new equipment, as well as a huge amount of astronomial data

often require astronomers (professionals and amateurs) to know and use many

di�erent, sometimes very omplex or speialized astronomial software.

Fig. 7. TopCat software possibilities

Sometimes it is not easy to deide whih pakage will give you the best

solution to the problems you are interested in. There are o�ered many free

speialized astronomial software, and many paid pakages. Here we desribe
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152 free astronomial software pakages for the Linux operating system. In-

luded programs and pakages of programs are freely distributed with GPL

liense or a liense to the authors that allows free use of the software for teah-

ing and researh but not for ommerial purposes. The exeption is the prepaid

software produt IDL beause its speial status in the astronomial ommunity

� astronomers have developed a rih set of spei� astronomial pakages that

run in the environment of IDL. Some of these pakages, not inluded in the

basi freely distributable arhive ASTRO.IDL, are presented in this manual.

Similarly, some IRAF's software pakages, whih are not distributed with the

basi version, are inluded separately in the book.

Fig. 8. LATEX presentation of a quite omplex formula

The programs are divided into 10 groups. All the programs are presented

in alphabetial order within their groups. Of ourse, some programs an be

assigned to more than one group � suh as GADGET, ISYS for X_ray and

some of GRID appliations. E.g. SPLAT program is presented in two setions

� Setion 7.14 � spetral analysis and SPLAT-VO in Setion 9.9 � VO-software

due to the spei�ity of its two appliations. In any ase, a referene index,

applied at the end of this part of the book presents all the programs under their

original names along with information about the hapter and page they an

be found. Names of the authors, programs and program pakages are generally

not translated.
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Referenes to this part are 218, all the 152 program pakages are illustrated

with 87 �gures.

Here are two examples from Part 2 of the referene guide.

Figure 6 shows some of SpeView possibilities.

Figure 7 shows extremely rih options of work with TopCat software pak-

age.

3. LATEX in examples

3.1. Introdution

The third part of "Linux for astronomers, physiists and engineers" is dediated

to a partiular appliation for preparation and publiation of sienti� papers

(mainly for mathematis, physis, hemistry, et.) software pakage LATEX. It

is assumed that the user have a general idea what this appliation is about,

but the basi rules are given in the �rst two hapters. The idea is this book to

be an assistant in your work mainly through detailed examples, of whih there

are hundreds aligned. It is not important to read the hapters sequentially �

in the end of the book there is a referene tool. One has to read arefully

the examples throughout the book, beause a large amount of information

is ontained in them. The last hapter is essentially a �titious astronomial

artile with omplex formulas, tables and graphs. It is the sum of the real parts

of the posts, but an not serve only as an example. The index will help to �nd

quikly all mentioned ommands.

3.2. What you will not �nd in this book?

In pratie, this book will not deal with BibTeX � neither in detail nor in exam-

ples. Similarly, the generation of the MetaFonts is rarely mentioned. LATEX al-

lows you to build harts and �gures with graphis apabilities of the program,

but we think it is more pratial to reate graphs and/or �gures with speial-

ized software and following the instrutions and examples in Chapter 4, inlude

them in your doument. We do not disuss the speial features of LATEX for

preparing presentations � pakages Beamer, Prosper et.

3.3. Historial remarks

LATEX is a system that an be used for the preparation of high-quality printed

materials � books, letters and other publiations. LATEX is based on TeX,

speialized programming high-level language that was developed by Donald

Knuth (Donald E. Knuth). LATEX is a set of maro-pakages, allowing the

authors to proess and print douments with high typographial quality, using

a prede�ned, professional models. LATEX is written by Leslie Lamport. As

proessing mehanism it uses TEX. Nowadays LATEX is onduted by Frank

Mittelbah. LATEX is not working as WYSIWYG ("what you see is what you

get") word proessor for preparing douments as most people are used to. With

LATEX you do not have to worry about the formatting of the doument, but

only for its reation. In LATEX environment LATEX system plays the role of the

book designer, using TEX as a tehnial artist. But LATEX is only a program
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and therefore needs expliit instrutions. The author has to provide additional

information desribing the logial struture of his doument. This information

is stored in the body in the form of LATEX ommands. LATEX �les are plain text

�les that ontain LATEX maros. Filename extension of the standard TEX and

LATEX �les is .tex.

Author index to this part inludes 68 referenes, all the examples are ex-

plained in details with 119 �gures and 132 tables. Subjet index ontains 277

positions.

Bellow are some illustrations from di�erent hapters. Figure 8 demonstrates

how to input quite omplex formula.

Fig. 9. How to inlude a �gure and a table together

Figure 9 illustrates how to inlude a �gure and a table in one piture.

The �gure itself onsists of part of LATEX listing, showing how the �gure

environment and minipage ould be used to inlude in one �gure two di�erent

things � a �gure and a table. The referenes of the �gure and the table used in

the example 9 are absolutely onditional � e.g. here Fig.71 and Tab.23. As one

ould see no referenes in the LATEX listing are used and aptions and labels

have been used only for larity . These exemplary �gure and table are without

any speial meaning here.
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Finaly �g.10 summarizes some often used astronomial symbols.

Fig. 10. Often used astronomial symbols
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